Date: 2021-03-13
First Name: Phillip
Last Name: Lovelady
Title: N/A
Organization: self
Address: 
City: New Braunfels
State: TX
Zipcode: 
Phone: 

Affirm public info: I agree

Regarding: ALL

Message:
NO Independent Commission (this takes the accountability away from our elected legislators and turns it over to people with no accountability)

NO new maps along the way (this is intended to open the door for Dems to tear apart every detail and delay the process)

NO ethnic silos

NO we do not want a drawn out process that puts the decision-making into the hands of a Judge, versus our elected legislators.

YES we want districts drawn to include areas/people with shared interests:

Rural areas have unique needs
Schools
Power and utility needs
Diversity
YES we want rural districts to have rural representation, not to be lumped into an urban district with different needs